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What is an ‘economy of  desire’ in Rio 2016? 

•  Conventional definitions place it under discursive formations we associate with political 
economy and geopolitical ecologies  

•  This means that in the grand scheme of politics and IR, Olympic Games organisation 
allows post-colonial Rio to enter the world of ‘pacts’ and values upheld by global 
communities of nations and increasingly international business conglomerates 

•  What is the pact: to organise and host an Olympic Games in an ordered, clean and 
hospitable territory; to cater for the security and needs of its international guests 

•  What are the (universal) values:  Olympic values – Friendship, Respect and Excellence – 
Paralympic values – Determination, Inspiration, Courage and Equality. The values 
underpin the Games as a set of universal principles, but they can be applied to education 
and our lives, as well as to sport itself. 

•  Alongside those, the host can promote their own tradition, heritage and ethnic values… 
•  So an ‘economy of desire’ refers to a desire for inclusion in a global polity through 

symbolic ‘transactions’ securing recognition (a theory of ‘cosmopolitanism’) 



Is that it? Revisiting ‘desire’ – beyond 
European theories of  ‘cosmopolitanism’ 

•  For Boltanski & Thévenot (1988) cities are 
fields, wherein (in)justices are ‘played out’ in 
particular logical ‘conjunctions’: aspirations, 
markets, reputations, industrial formations 
and even civic alliances/divisions 

•  There are no predetermined ‘pathways’ to 
urban development BUT we need to examine 
carefully the socio-historical contexts in 
which a city ‘moves’ – and cosmopolitanism 
is not useful in looking at patterns of 
movement as such 

•  This means, in other words, that what Sheller 
(2018) calls ‘mobility justice’ for different 
social groups is overdetermined by the city’s 
movement in time and networks of 
alliance! 

•  I will follow this logic in my presentation   



Revisiting ‘desire’ 

•  As a post-colonial political formation, Rio has to live with an ‘excess’ of memory – colonial 
oppression, internal violence and constant need to ‘fit’ into a system of mobilities (tourism, 
migrations, new technologies) still affected by Western and European ‘discursive scripts’ of civility 
(from which, incidentally, Boltanski & Thévenot’s rationally-formed Bordieusian thesis 
stems)  

•  Behind these processes, which are inherently politico-economic, we find an indelible core (of Rio, 
and synechdochically for some Brazil as a whole), which is aesthetic in nature through and 
through 

•  But do not confuse this for a Habermassian system-lifeworld divide – for, Habermass does 
not discuss the role of emotional development in a culture’s lifeworld at all – he is a 
rationalist who can say little about Brazilian movement in time 

•  MY STARTING POINT IS THE AESTHETIC/EMOTIONAL CORE OF BRAZILIAN 
CULTURE… 

•  Aesthetics here is the emotive modus vivendi of a culture, which in intercultural contexts (e.g. a 
mega-event) is always reduced to a spectacle because it is holistically unrepresentable 

•  Hence, Rio’s core narrative is ‘atmospheric’: it can only be felt in the ways its people ‘move’, 
laugh and cry, dance and fight; it sits between embodied materiality and ethereal affect 



Economy	of	desire	as	‘heterological	aesthetics’:	
‘the pure and simple objectification of a specific character [which] would lead to 
[its] incorporation in a homogenous intellectual system’ (Bataille 1985: 98)

•  At the heart of the Olympic mega-event rests the reasoning (logos) of the other 
(heteron) – a project demanding of hosts to rationalise their uniqueness, to make it 
intelligible as ‘ordered space’, beautiful civility (cosmopolitanism) and 
pleasurable artmaking (ceremonialism) 

•  In realist terms, this means restoring or ensuring public order – a demand that led 
to the eradication of otherness within (favelas) 

•  In phenomenological terms, it means attempting to reorganise native aesthetic 
experience in intelligible to Western/European audiences ways (mega-event art) 

•  Both dimensions consign Olympic Rio’s heteronomic project to failure, because 
they ‘scientise’ our minds and hearts…and may literally murder people en 
masse  

•  Note heteronomy can be defined only in relation to what it is not: So, is Rio 
2016’s ‘economy of desire’ a suicidal project by means of population sorting? A 
project that kills uniqueness in the name of ‘inclusion’ in an international 
community of nations?    



The economy of  desire:  
between structure and agency (Alexander 2002) 
•  Rio 2016’s project is split into two conflicting forms of action that strive to make 

its urban lifeworld ‘hospitable’ to Olympic visitors:  
1.  Preventative and compartmentalising action (surveillance technologies, ‘spatial 

cleansing’ evictions etc.) 
2.  Creative and imaginative action (forms of leisure and art that tell a story about 

‘native’ ways of being as well as their dialogical constitution through 
intercultural encounters) 

•  Where the former conforms to international rules and regulations, the latter stands 
between those and the need to be culturally autonomous – something particularly 
relevant when we are talking about tourism as a ‘way of being in the 
world’ (Andrews 2009) and artmaking as a way of making the world in utopic 
terms (Bloch 1986) 

•  Though this schema seems to follow Habermas’ system/lifeworld divide, it does 
not…it is an inflection of such neat divides through the experience of Brazilian 
modernity, which is aesthetic/emotive 



How? Brazilian inflections of  ‘worldmaking’ 

•  Rio faces its colonial and authoritarian legacies, which instituted ‘tourism’ 
when cultures of multiple mobilities (migrations to and from Africa, within 
Brazil and from Europe) 

•  But this ‘governing script’ did not erase the spiritual core of Rio’s 
communities, which brought to the city alternative ways of being, 
constitutive of its favela popular cultures  

•  Rather, it instituted a split within the process of worldmaking itself:  
1.  that of neoliberal capitalism on which the whole mega-event was 

infrastructurally formed (worldmaking as capitalist expansion), and  
2.  that of ways of being dialogically and cross-culturally, through which 

cariocas can achieve a (utopian) politics of fulfilment (Gilroy 1993) 



1. Tourism as Brazilian worldmaking’ 
•  Hollinshead et. al. 2009: “an approach (or set of approaches?) or an angle of vision (or panoply of 

visions?) that can help draw attention to the rich and varied sorts of things in which tourism is 
involved or ‘does’… a under-appreciated human and governing potency…a force majeure in 
our lives and across our small and large long-run communities of being” 

•  Brazilian inflections of ‘tourism’ as communal well-being: African Ubuntu – not marketed to 
foreigners 

•  Brazilian marketing of tourism as slumming – a way to know ‘from afar’, but never ‘from within’  
•  The two modes of tourism coexist, both are addressed as version of human welfare, but whereas 

the former has a phenomenal life (a multi-sensory, holistic, post-Cartesian nature), the latter is 
epistemic in nature (prioritising cosmopolitan visuality –Szerszynski & Urry 2006) 

•  CAN YOU UNDERSTAND NOW WHY WE MUST APPROACH CRITICALLY ‘TOURISM’ 
AS A CARDINAL FORM OF MOBILITY?  



2. Mega-event art as ‘worldmaking’ 
•  We must stop conflating the preventative politics of 

surveillance (what I call the oeconomie artificialem in my 
book) with the politics of fulfilment/transfiguration that 
artists allegorise in the mega-event’s art (addressed as 
oeconomie imaginationis) … 

•  Not only does this mistake the Foucaultian gaze of 
violence with the Arendtian gaze of hospitality and 
creativity, it assumes  

1.  That vision is the only sense partaking in aesthetic 
development, and 

2.  That we can accuse artists and what they create of the 
maladies of global capitalism, the structural collapse 
of the Brazilian economy or the nation’s slower 
economic recovery 

•  Correlation/conjunction does not imply causation: 
indeed, artistic utopias are homologous to native 
understandings of ‘tourism’ as a form of communal well-
being 

•  And it is not coincidental that most mega-event artists 
are Brazilians or specifically cariocas – they know 
what they are called to stage ‘from within’… 



Mega-event as ‘worldmaking’: 
undoing the modus of  multiple inequalities 

•  I do not disregard the presence of inequalities in my thesis…but argue that in the mega-
event artists (and also some international/Olympics policy makers I do not examine here) 
are not indifferent to them, they take action 

•   In the context of mega-event worldmaking as a whole, we find two forms of critique of 
problematic sociocultural realities (Boltanski and Chiapello 2007, 2018): 

1. Social critique, Marxist in intellectual origins and connected to problems caused by 
capitalism during and after industrialisation. It shows institutional mistrust and speaks of 
labour alienation and exploitation. This is the critique focusing on favela pacification, the 
disciplining of dissident voices and organic cultures of Rio for the sake of mega-event 
management. It is shared across activist enclaves and also some mega-event artists. 
2. Artistic critique: connected to calls for individual and collective freedom from restraints 
of capitalism, which organises the world into ‘useful’ networks, and suppresses creativity; it 
also supports minority rights and is suspicious of bourgeois morality and ‘decency’, even 
when its proponents may be from this class! This is shared by mega-event artists and 
their volunteering networks from the favelas. It is at the core of favelarte. 



In Rio’s mega-event art and architecture, I 
argue, we deal with artistic-cum-social critiques 

•  Social: Note how lead mega-event artists, such as 
Fernando Meirelles and co-director Daniella Thomas, 
reduced the ceremonies’ budget and technology to 
respond to economic pressures (giambarra as carioca 
flexibility/resourcefulness) 

•  Artistic: Choreographer Deborah Colker organised a 
volunteering Paralympic FlashMob in the city in the 
understanding that participation in such rituals responds 
to a deep human desire to be involved in an artistic 
experience (native conceptions of play (jogo) and joy as 
happiness (felicidade)) 

•  From artistic to social: musical legends and organic 
intellectuals Gilberto Gil and Caetano Veloso against 
regressive ‘melancholia’ and for joyful musical 
conviviality (drawing on personal experience as organic 
intellectuals) 

•  From artistic to social: Meirelles hinting at underground 
favela cultures even the nation refuses to commercialise 
(baile funk as a sequestered culture, tchan as response to 
elitist art in performances) 

•  From artistic to social: Santiago Calatrava and 
Mereilles’ ludic rite as a critique of human attitudes to 
climate change 

	



Social critique:  
from peace-making to inequalities in the creative city 

•  Capitalism as worldmaking overshadows tourism, whose core value is human well-being, cultural exchange, 
peaceful communication and hospitality. Why is that? 

•  Especially in touristifications of the city, where networked professionals in the mega-event can answer to 
expectations to move from one project to the next, those turned into common labour (favelados) lack the 
tools, or, often, the aspiration to develop in this or that given direction 

•  Slum tourism mobilities are therefore good for global connectivity but challenging for localities who have to 
fit into neoliberal development demands (Freire Medeiros 2012). 

•  Pressures to cater for tourism, the desire to turn favelados into ‘useful citizens’ and chronic racial prejudice 
‘convince’ local administration to resort to familiar ‘arts of governance’… 

•  And it is here that business networks may step in to replace this with ‘the arts of the possible’ (Rich 2001), 
ironically granting slum communities with the only public profile, voice and employment they are likely to 
get! 

•  Here, the old critique of technology as alienating force is problematic: mobilities of image in the ceremony 
and online facilitate the only mobility some of these communities may ever experience. 

•  Would it not be preferable to ask them what they want, instead of what our ‘critical analysis’ concludes? This 
can be considered as part of the ‘arts of the possible’ (Rich 2001) – a bridge between art and policy-making in 
utopian projects that suggest a bright future but acknowledge that we still do not posses the tools to make it a 
reality. 



So let’s ask my original question again: 
‘is mega-event heterology a suicidal project?’ 

• Does it destroy Brazilian and carioca creativity and uniqueness by turning 
them into spectacles, ‘immutable mobiles’ (Sheller 2003) broadcast to the 
world, never to be known ‘from within’ (Szerszynski & Urry 2006)? 

• Does it create resentments within the city-world that set one group of 
citizens against another? 

• Are its ‘professionals’ and ‘experts’ mere villains, or subjects caught in the 
whimsical machinations of neoliberal capitalism? 

• Or are all these questions articulated from a particular, ultra-pessimistic 
stance, thus destroying any hope before it buds as a project? 

• And, finally, what can be done to turn the ‘Olympic project’ from a utopian 
promise into reality beneficial for all?  


